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Abstract

The diatom succession and sedimentation during 2011 in a subtropical, deep alpine lake (Lugu Hu, Southwest China) were studied. The seasonal patterns in diatom assemblages were related to light, nutrient availability, and thermal regime. Peaks in the concentration of the planktonic diatoms (Asterionella formosa and Cyclotella ocellata) occurred in the metalimnion during autumn when light penetration was greater and silica concentrations were higher. The spring peak of Cyclostephanos dubius appeared to be a result of the combination of a well-mixed water column, higher nutrient concentration, and low light availability. Its sedimentation in late spring suggests that the sinking rates of C. dubius increased rapidly with the onset of stratification. However, the minimal catches of A. formosa and C. ocellata in sediment traps during autumn suggest they were still actively growing with very low sedimentation losses. The catch of benthic Fragilaria species in sediment traps during early spring and autumn reflected their resuspension from shallow water and transfer into pelagic zone as thermal stratification breaks down. The results provide important information for the interpretation of paleolimnological records from the lakes in Southwest China.

Introduction

The ecology of planktonic diatoms is largely based on studies undertaken on temperate and boreal mono- and dimictic lakes (Reynolds, 1984, 1990) with an emphasis on the interaction of the physical environment and nutrient loading/availability and, to a lesser extent, the humic content (i.e., dissolved organic carbon [DOC]) (Jones, 1998). More recently, as the result of interest in the response of alpine lakes to global environmental change forcing (Catalan et al., 2013), the number of studies of alpine lake phytoplankton has increased (Catalan et al., 2002; Saros et al., 2003, 2005), which has broadened our understanding of the dominant controls.

Studies of diatom abundance and sedimentation patterns in temperate lakes demonstrate that their growth and seasonal succession are influenced by the interaction of mixing intensity, light, temperature, and nutrient concentration (Maberly et al., 1994). Reynolds (1990) proposed that the succession of phytoplankton depended on the annual cycle of thermal stratification and its influence on an algal cell’s access to light and nutrients. It was suggested that the succession of dominant species was related to the competitive advantages associated with differential sinking rates of non-motile species (diatoms) and behavioral adaptations of motile species, which provide different opportunities for them to exploit available nutrients. For example, the small-sized, fast-growing centric Cyclotella spp., characterized by low sinking rates, may be selectively favored in clear, oligotrophic waters that enable efficient nutrient uptake (Winder et al., 2009), whereas for the large-sized, attenuated pennate species, access to light rather than nutrients is more likely to constrain their growth rate in eutrophic waters (Reynolds, 1990).

In contrast to temperate, eutrophic lakes, in alpine lakes the duration of ice cover as well as the onset of water column stratification has an important role in determining seasonal diatom succession (Lotter and Bigler, 2000; Catalan et al., 2002). Hausmann and Pienitz (2007) demonstrated the strong impact of spring and summer thermal conditions on diatom composition and productivity, which suggests that with regard to climate effects, the variable timing of seasonal processes is more important than annual mean temperatures. Moreover, thermal stratification and nutrient cycling in tropical and subtropical lakes are different from those at higher latitudes (Lewis, 1991). While excessive nutrient loading has altered diatom seasonality in lowland, temperate lakes, studies of the controls on the growth of planktonic diatoms in remote, oligotrophic alpine lakes in the western United States, have suggested that nitrogen enrichment is driving the widespread change in diatom community structure (Saros et al., 2005).

Diatoms preserved in lake sediments provide a long-term record of ecological change in lakes and their catchments (Battarbee, 1991). Transfer functions have been widely used as a basis for the interpretation of sediment diatom sequences, but they essentially reduce ecological complexity to a single variable (for temperate, meso-eutrophic lakes, normally total phosphorus) (e.g., Anderson and Rippey, 1994). It is now clear, however, that transfer functions have fundamental problems (Juggins, 2013), so there is an important need for using contemporary ecological data/knowledge to interpret sediment core profiles (Battarbee et al., 2005). As many diatom species are considered to be globally distributed, their ecology is assumed to be transferable from region to region (i.e., temperate to tropical), and while this might be valid at a coarse ecological scale, the assumptions are rarely addressed in more specific terms, for example, of nutrient-climate relationships in contrasting environments. Although studies of diatoms in temperate alpine lakes have expanded of late, there are still few studies of high altitude (sub)tropical lakes.

A high-resolution fossil diatom sequence from Lugu Hu sediment core shows that (Wang et al., 2014; Wang et al., unpublished) the lakes have been dominated by four planktonic
diatom species (*Cyclostephanos dubius*, *Cyclotella rhomboide-elliptica*, *Asterionella formosa*, and *Cyclotella ocellata*) for more than 20,000 years, since the climate amelioration at the end of Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Wang et al., 2014). *Asterionella* was present at low abundance during 18,000–9000 cal. yr B.P. while *C. ocellata* was a codominant taxon from 14,000 cal. yr B.P. Since 2007, *Asterionella* has started to increase as indicated by diatom analysis of a 210Pb-dated sediment core (Wang, unpublished). It is suggested that increases of planktonic taxa (*C. dubius*, *A. formosa*, and *C. ocellata*) in sediment records from Lugu Hu reflect changes in the mixing depth, light, and nutrient regeneration from the hypolimnion, which is controlled by the strength and length of thermal stratification. The present study was initiated in part as an attempt to firmly establish this link and to understand the long-term dynamics of the main diatom species found in the sediment core (Wang et al., 2014), which are still present in the lake today.

Using limnological (thermal stratification, nutrients, monthly diatom concentration) and sediment trap studies of the subtropical, alpine Lugu Hu, a large, deep lake in Southwest China (Fig. 1), we first provide data on the diatom ecology of cosmopolitan species in a subtropical, alpine lake to test the legitimacy of extrapolating diatom ecology from temperate regions to these systems and second improve the understanding of seasonal succession of diatom species to assist with the interpretation of sedimentary records from this lake.

**Study Area**

Lugu Hu is a seasonally closed, deep lake located on the boundary between Yunnan Province and Sichuan Province, Southwest China (Fig. 1). It is one of the deepest plateau freshwater lakes in the region (maximum water depth is ~94 m and mean depth ~40 m) with a surface area of ~50.5 km² (Ji and Fan, 1983). It lies at 2685 m above sea level with a catchment area of ~171.4 km². The lake sits within an intermontane basin with the highest altitude of 3870 m a.s.l. It has two main inflow rivers. The lake is hydrologically isolated from September to May and in general is connected to the outflow, the Gaizu River, only in the summer (wet) season (Ji and Fan, 1983). The estimated water retention time for the whole lake is ~18 years but the southern basin flushes more quickly.

The local climate is subtropical monsoon with distinct dry and wet seasons: the mean annual air temperature is 12.8 °C and mean annual precipitation is ~940 mm. Precipitation during the wet season (May to September) accounts for more than 80% of the annual total. The terrestrial vegetation in the lake catchment area is dominated by deciduous broadleaved forest, mixed *Cyclobalanopsis/Acer* stands, and *Pinus yunnanensis*. Today, the lake is oligo-mesotrophic with secchi depth of 15 and 11 m in summer and autumn, respectively, and total phosphorus (TP) concentration of 28 μg L⁻¹ in the open-water area but is undergoing cultural eutrophication due to tourist development and improved agricultural techniques in the catchment (Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013).

**Methods**

**SAMPLE COLLECTION AND LIMNOLOGICAL ANALYSES**

A simple sediment trap made of two parallel transparent 60-cm-long polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes (total active area: 56 cm²) was deployed from mid-December 2010. The sediment traps were moored at a depth of 40 m in the southern basin of the lake (LGH1, Fig. 1). The upper edges of the trap were located approxi-
multaneously 1 m above the lake sediment. Lugol’s solution was added to the tubes at the beginning of each sampling interval to prevent grazing of algae by zooplankton (Hausmann and Pienitz, 2009). Sediment traps were collected monthly from January to December 2011, but the trap sample from December 2011 was lost due to vandalism by local fishermen.

During the period from January 2010 to December 2011, water samples (~1 m water depth) were collected at monthly intervals in the southern basin (LGH1, Fig. 1). These monthly samples were taken by the staff of the local research station. Water samples (at 10 m intervals) were collected at three-month intervals (January, April, July, and October 2011) from the north basin of Luguhu where water depth is >50 m (LGH2, Fig. 1). These quarterly water samples from different depths are considered as representing winter, spring, summer, and autumn seasons. Water temperature, dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, and conductivity in the southern basin (LGH1, Fig. 1) were measured in the field using a YSI 600XL data sonde (YSI Inc 1700/1725 Branum Lane, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387, U.S.A.). Water temperatures at the trap site were recorded at 2.0 h intervals in 2011 by Hobo data loggers circa 0.5 m below the lake surface, every 0.5 m above 20 m, 2 m intervals below 20 m, and at ~40 m below the lake surface. Additional chemical variables were determined in the laboratory: total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP), chlorophyll a (Chl-a), concentration of HCO$_3^-$ and CO$_3^{2-}$, silica (Si), and DOC were analyzed according to national standards outlined in Monitoring and Analysis Method of Water and Waste Water (State Environmental Protection Administration, 2002). All chemical analyses were completed at Nanjing Institute of Geography and Limnology.

**DIATOM PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS**

Diatoms cells collected from the water column were concentrated and preserved in Lugol’s iodine. Samples from sediment traps and water column for diatom analyses were processed with 10% HCl to remove carbonates, followed by cold 30% hydrogen peroxide to oxidize organic matter (Battarbee, 1986). A known quantity of divinyl benzene (DVB) microspheres was added to the samples in order to estimate the total diatom concentrations (cells mL$^{-1}$) in the water and sediment trap samples (Battarbee and Kneen, 1982). Aliquots of the diatom-microsphere suspensions were transferred onto ethanol-cleaned cover glasses, and after drying at room temperature, mounted with Naphrax mounting medium onto microscope slides. A minimum of 500 diatom valves per slide were counted in each sample at a magnification of 1000× using differential interference contrast (DIC) optics on an Olympus BX51 microscope. Diatoms were identified to the species level or lower, primarily following standard European and North American references (Krammer and Lange-Bertalot, 1986, 1988, 1991a, 1991b). Species relative abundances were expressed as percentage of the total count. For the sediment trap samples, the mean daily flux rate per sampling period was calculated from the total diatom numbers in the sediment trap divided by the number of days of exposure, in order to take into account the different time lags between sampling dates (Reynolds et al., 1982).

**NUMERICAL ANALYSIS**

Multivariate techniques were used to explore the relationships within and between the various data sets (water column and sediment trap samples) and to identify factors that could explain variation in the diatom data. The diatom data (abundances >1%) were used in the analysis. A detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) with detrending by segments and down-weighting of rare taxa helped to estimate the amount of diatom compositional change within the data (Ter Braak, 1995). The gradient length of the main DCA ordination axes indicated whether linear- or unimodal-based numerical techniques were appropriate for the analyses (Ter Braak and Prentice, 1988). DCA results showed that the gradient length for the first axis was 1.25 standard deviation (S.D.) units, indicating that linear analysis was appropriate (Birks, 1995). Direct gradient ordination by redundancy analysis (RDA) with automatic forward selection was used to test the significance ($P < 0.05$) of those variables explaining variance in the diatom data. Monte Carlo permutation tests of selected variables and axes ($n = 499$ permutations, $P < 0.05$) were employed to test the significance of each variable. The partial-RDAs were also performed to evaluate to what extent the forward-selected variables explained the variation in the diatom assemblage independently. All such ordination techniques were carried out using the program CANOCO version 4.5 (Ter Braak and Šmilauer, 2002).

**RESULTS**

**LIMNOLOGY OF LUGU HU**

Precipitation, air temperature, and insolation duration data were obtained from the meteorological station at Ninglang, located 44 km to the south of the lake. During the study period, the mean precipitation at Ninglang meteorological station was 973 mm yr$^{-1}$, with the lowest monthly values occurring between January and May in both 2010 and 2011 (see Appendix, Fig. A1). The 2010 winter period (January–March) was particularly dry, while summer (June–August) precipitation was above average (~80 mm), with high lake outflow. Air temperatures were highest in June and July in both study years (2010, 2011). Insolation duration decreased during the summer in both years, presumably due to the dominance of cloudy weather at this time.

The water temperature profiles showed that Lugu Hu behaves as a warm monomictic lake (Fig. 2). In 2011, the lake started to stratify in April and was strongly stratified during summer and early autumn (May to September 2011) with a thermocline at ~10 m. The Secchi depth increased from spring to autumn (Fig. 3), while from June to August (2011) surface water temperatures varied between 18 and 22 °C. With the decrease in air temperatures from August, the depth of thermocline gradually deepened from 10 m to ~20 m, although the surface water temperature in the autumn was still around 18 °C. DO concentration was high during the circulation periods in winter and autumn, when water column stability was low (Fig. 3). Oxygen levels were low (~4 mg L$^{-1}$) in the bottom waters during summer. In the euphotic zone, DO concentration was the highest just below the thermocline in the summer and autumn of 2011 (Fig. 3). Epilimnetic TP concentration ranged from 4 to 64 μg L$^{-1}$ with an average of 28 μg L$^{-1}$ and TN from 23 to 233 μg L$^{-1}$ with an average of 132 μg L$^{-1}$ (Fig. 4), reflecting the ongoing eutrophication of the lake associated with shoreline development. TP concentration decreased from February to June in 2010 and February to April in 2011 as the lake thermally stratified. There was no trend in TN concentration from April to July in 2010 and actually an increasing trend in 2011. The Si concentration in the surface water declined from 13.4 to 0.97 mg L$^{-1}$ from January to April 2011 but increased as the thermocline deepened in the late
FIGURE 2. Temperature isopleths in °C for Lugu Lake from January to December 2011.

FIGURE 3. The seasonal variation of water temperatures and dissolved oxygen (DO) of stratified water column in Lugu Lake during late 2010 to autumn 2011. The dashed line shows the Secchi disk depth.

summer before declining to trace values again in November (Fig. 4). The Si concentration at 40 m was low apart from September to November 2011. DOC concentration peaked in early spring (March–April) at the end of the dry season at ~5 mg L⁻¹ but then declined steadily throughout the year reaching <1.5 mg L⁻¹ in December (2011).
The planktonic diatoms *Asterionella formosa* Hassall and *Cyclotella ocellata* Pantocsek were conspicuous components during the autumn period of weakening thermal stratification (i.e., September–November) in both the south and north basins (Figs. 5 and 6). In southern basin of Lugu Lake, the highest concentrations of *A. formosa* and *C. ocellata* were $8.5 \times 10^2$ and $7.2 \times 10^2$ cells mL$^{-1}$, respectively. The total diatom concentra-

FIGURE 4. Seasonal variation of limnological parameters at Lugu Lake from January 2010 to December 2011. Total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), Silica (Si) concentration, and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from water column at 2 m and 40 m depth. Note that data are missing for December 2011 due to sample loss.
tion in the water column was the highest in autumn ($1.7 \times 10^3$ cells mL$^{-1}$). Maximum concentration of benthic *Fragilaria* spp. was observed from April to July 2011 (Fig. 5). As in the south basin, *A. formosa* and *C. ocellata* were the dominant species in the water column of the north basin during autumn (2011) (Fig. 6). As the thermocline deepened (Figs. 2 and 3), *A. formosa* and *C. ocellata* were more abundant at depth with a maximum concentration in the metalimnion at 20–30 m (Fig. 6). The high concentration of *Cyclostephanos dubius* (Fricke) Round was observed in the late winter, that is, January 2011 (Figs. 5 and 6). The concentration of *C. dubius* was highest at depth 40–50 m (hypolimnion) in winter and at 10–20 m (epilimnion) in spring, 2011 (Fig. 6).

Relationships between the diatom and environmental data were explored using RDA; 76.4% and 14.2% of the variance in the assemblages were explained by the first two RDA axes, respectively. In the partial-RDA of diatoms in the water column from 2011, only two forward-selected environmental variables (DOC and N:P ratio) were significant and accounted for 53.2% of the variance in the diatom assemblages. These analyses revealed that light and nutrient availability were statistically associated with changes in the diatom assemblages (Fig. 7).

**SEASONAL SEDIMENTATION PATTERN OF DIATOMS IN SEDIMENT TRAPS**

Diatom flux rates (DFR) varied considerably during the study period (Fig. 8). The calculated DFR was between $5.3 \times 10^4$ and $33.8 \times 10^5$ cells cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$. The highest catch of planktonic diatoms occurred in March 2011, corresponding to the onset of stratification. During the rest of the year, DFR were lower and the trap catch showed a higher proportion of benthic and tychoplanktonic diatoms. *C. dubius* dominated in March 2011 reflecting its dominance in the water column immediately prior to this period, particularly in the north basin (Fig. 6). Other planktonic forms, for example, *C. ocellata*, *C. rhomboideo-elliptica* Skuja, *A. formosa*, and *Stephanodiscus* spp. were also present (Fig. 8).

**Discussion**

The four planktonic diatom species (*C. dubius*, *C. rhomboideo-elliptica*, *A. formosa*, and *C. ocellata*) were shown to dominate during the Last Glacial Maximum at Lugu Hu (Wang et al., 2014). Some of these species are typical of alpine lakes,
for example, *C. dubius* and small *Cyclotella* spp. (Tapia et al., 2003), while others, for example, *Asterionella*, have been considered more representative of cultural eutrophication in lowland lakes elsewhere (e.g., Anderson, 1990). *C. rhomboideo-elliptica* is a regionally endemic species typically observed in the Yunnan Plateau, for example, in Fuxian and Erhai Lakes (Qi, 1995; Zhang et al., 2005; Li et al., 2012), but it is declining and disappearing at present due to anthropogenic disturbance and nutrient enrichment (Li et al., 2012). Here, we compare the contemporary, seasonal changes at Lugu Hu with those observed in eutrophic lakes in northwest Europe and alpine lakes in North America, with the aim of explaining the changing abundance.

**FIGURE 6.** The diatom concentration from selected depths in the water column of the north basin for four seasons: winter 2010, spring–autumn 2011.

of planktonic diatoms in the sediment core (Wang et al., 2014), which are still extant in the lake today.

**DIATOM SEASONALITY AND ITS CONTROLS**

The growth of diatoms in temperate mono- and dimictic lakes is usually associated with periods prior to stratification in the spring or during deeper mixing phases in the autumn (Reynolds, 1990; Interlandi et al., 1999). The main feature of diatom succession at Lugu Hu in 2011 was the dominance of *A. formosa* and *C. ocellata* during the autumn and the occurrence of metalimnion peaks at depths of 20–30 m (Figs. 5 and 6). The autumn period was characterized by increased light penetration and weakening of thermal stratification during autumnal cooling (Figs. 3 and 4). The metalimnetic peaks of *Asterionella* and *C. ocellata* were presumably related to their response to changes in the physical and chemical characteristics of the water column.

Lund et al. (1963) showed that the reduction in nutrient availability, particularly lake water silicate, was an important factor leading to sudden decline of *A. formosa* at Windermere. In Lugu Lake, Si was replenished in September (>14 mg L\(^{-1}\)) as water temperatures declined (although water temperatures were still \(~17^\circ\)C) and the thermocline deepened (Figs. 3 and 4). Although Si was depleted in the epilimnion by December it was still abundant at 40 m (Fig. 4). While the dominance of *A. formosa* and *C. ocellata* can be broadly attributed to the changing Si concentration and a deeper mixed layer, the improved light climate (Secchi disk depth increased from 6 to 15 m) at the end of summer due to reduced cloud cover and declining DOC concentration (Fig. 4 and Appendix, Fig. A1), will also have contributed. Some support for this conclusion is provided by the RDA (Fig. 7), which indicated that DOC and N:P ratio were the most important factors influencing the diatom assemblages. The increased light penetration during autumn therefore allowed metalimnetic peaks of
algae to utilize the nutrients (Si) available at depth (Fig. 4). Maherly et al. (1994), analyzing the 45-year record of Asterionella in Windermere, suggested that light played a critical role in the timing and growth of both spring and autumn populations.

Another factor influencing diatom succession at Lugu Hu is the reduced flushing rate during autumn and winter, which will have reduced cell loss rates via the outflow, certainly in the southern basin (LGH1, Fig. 1). Phytoplankton population increase is a function of growth minus loss: for diatoms, these are mainly sedimentation and washout; grazing is generally assumed to be of minor importance, particularly for Asterionella (Thackeray et al., 2008).

A. formosa is a characteristic member of the phytoplankton in many temperate mesotrophic and eutrophic lakes where it often has a pronounced vernal population when lakes are isothermal with a secondary, autumnal population (Reynolds and Irish, 2000), which contrasts with its seasonal succession in the Lugu Hu where it dominated during autumn (September–November 2011). Reynolds (1990) noted that stratification causes the loss of A. formosa from the water column because it depends on well-mixed water for suspension. However, its sinking rate changes dramatically when growth ceases, increasing its susceptibility to sinking losses. It has been suggested that enhanced sinking rate of Asterionella can aid nutrient uptake in clear and oligotrophic waters (Reynolds, 1990).

COMPARISON WITH ALPINE LAKES ELSEWHERE

The seasonal succession of A. formosa and C. ocellata in alpine lakes contrasts to that in lowland, temperate lakes in that summer metalimnetic populations seem to be more important (Saros et al., 2005, 2013). At Lugu Hu, A. formosa and C. ocellata had their highest concentrations in metalimnetic layer during autumn (Fig. 6). The declining DOC concentration during autumn allowed light to penetrate deeper into the metalimnetic as nutrients diffused upward from the hypolimnion (Webb et al., 1997), contributing to the metalimnetic peak of planktonic diatoms during the autumn period (Fig. 6). Anneville et al. (2004) have showed that autumn community contains R–strategists, such as A. formosa, which are tolerant to low light intensities and therefore adapted to autuminal mixing conditions. However, in oligotrophic alpine lakes in the western United States, it has been shown that the growth of A. formosa has been stimulated by N additions due to enhanced atmospheric N deposition (Saros et al., 2003). The distribution of A. formosa was positively correlated with the N:P ratio, suggesting that its abundance peaks when P availability is very low and the supply of N and Si are moderate to high (Saros et al., 2005).

Cyclorella species are common members of phytoplankton in Arctic and alpine lakes (Lotter and Bigler, 2000). The changing abundance of Cyclotella species was considered to indicate changes in stratification patterns or shifts in light:nutrient ratios (Interlandi et al., 1999). This genus with high surface area to volume ratio has high light requirements and low sinking rates, allowing it to remain in the epilimnion during strong summer stratification (Bradbury, 1988). Saros et al. (2012) conducted comparative lake surveys and growth rate experiments, which revealed that Cyclotella species are influenced by lake thermal structure when nitrogen is sufficient. Increases in the relative abundances of small Cyclotella species are often interpreted as signals for warming-induced changes in the length of ice-free season or depth of mixed layer (Winder et al., 2009). Depth of the mixed surface layer and hence the stability of thermal stratification influences Cyclotella abundance; C. ocellata, for example, is associated with shallower summer mixing depths (Whitlock et al., 2012). Nutrient availability, however, is an important aspect of the response of Cyclotella species to changes in lake mixing depths (Saros et al., 2012).

The studies discussed above are similar to the observations at Lugu Hu where Asterionella and Cyclotella spp. dominated during the autumn period as a metalimnetic peak as a result of the increased light and nutrient availability during the autumnal mixing period. This is instructive for the interpretation of fossil sequences from Lugu Hu. For example, the rapid increases of Cyclotella and A. formosa around 14,500 cal yr B.P. were presumably indicative of increased nutrient availability, associated with the changes in the lake’s mixing regime (Wang et al., 2014). A better understanding of the seasonal succession of planktonic diatoms at Lugu Hu today therefore improves the paleoenvironmental and paleoclimatic interpretation of lacustrine diatom records from this area.

TEMPORAL VARIABILITY IN DIATOM SEDIMENTATION AT LUGUHU

Although the diatom plankton was dominated by Asterionella and C. ocellata in the autumn of 2011 (Fig. 5), C. dubius was more important during the late winter of 2010 and early spring 2011 (Fig. 6). This is also reflected in a peak in the catch of C. dubius in the sediment traps in March 2011 (Fig. 8). Water temperature started to increase during this period and the lake started to stratify (Fig. 2). During the spring period (January–March 2011), light penetration was comparatively low (Secchi disk = 6 m) as DOC was close to its maximum (>5 mg L$^{-1}$) and Si was declining (6.4 mg L$^{-1}$) (Fig. 4).

Although C. dubius was dominant in the late autumn and winter at Lugu Hu, it was observed during late-summer and/or autumn period in shallow, nutrient-rich Danish lakes where C. dubius competed well for nutrient resources under low light conditions (Bradshaw and Anderson, 2003). Bradbury et al. (1994) commented on its success during periods of water column mixing, high nutrient concentrations, and decreasing light availability in lakes. The presence of C. dubius during the winter of 2010–2011 in Lugu Hu, confirms that this species may be well adapted to the conditions of a well-mixed water column, abundant nutrients, but relatively low light availability. The result strongly supports the interpretation of C. dubius dominance in the Lugu Hu sediment core as indicative of high nutrient conditions related to the altered thermal structure, reflecting rising temperatures and development of thermal stratification patterns similar to today (Wang et al., 2014). The differences in concentration of C. dubius between the north and south basins suggest that it grows deeper in the metalimnetic layer (Fig. 6), and its apparent low concentration in the south basin reflects only sampling surface waters (Fig. 5) (see Methods).

The catch of planktonic diatoms in the sediment traps was dominated by C. dubius in March 2011 (Fig. 7), suggesting that sinking and loss rates of C. dubius increased rapidly when the lake started to stratify. Although A. formosa and C. ocellata were dominant during autumn 2011, there was minimal catches of these species in the sediment traps at this time (Figs. 5 and 8), suggesting that they were still actively growing with very low sedimentation losses. The ability of A. formosa to remain in suspension in water column depends in part on mixing and turbulence (Reynolds, 1990). Its sinking rate has been observed to increase dramatically after growth ceases (Reynolds, 1998). A. formosa has a higher surface area to volume ratio, suggesting that it has a higher form resistance to sinking and would be lost less quickly from a mixed-water column (Thackeray et al., 2008, and references therein). This suggests that A. formosa has lower sinking losses than C. dubius.
and can still maintain a positive net growth rate. There is considerable interannual variability in phytoplankton, as shown by long-term studies (e.g., Maberly et al., 1994), and our attempts to explain the contrasting abundances of *C. dubius* and *A. formosa* in Lugu Hu would benefit from an extended study.

**BREAKDOWN OF STRATIFICATION AND RESUSPENSION OF FRAGILARIA**

Small *Fragilaria* and other benthic species (e.g., *Nitzschia fonticola* [Grunow] Grunow in Van Heurck) entered the sediment trap mainly during early spring and autumn of 2011 (Fig. 8). At this time the lake was either isothermal or was mixed to depths >17 m, and the increased catch rates of *Fragilaria* cells primarily reflect their resuspension from shallow water and transfer into the pelagic. The spatial distribution of diatom assemblages from surface sediments taken at different water depths in Lugu Hu showed that high concentrations of *Fragilaria* were mainly observed in water depths <10 m (Wang et al., 2012). The resuspension of diatoms and sediment from the littoral zone during the breakdown of thermal stratification contributes to the sediment accumulation of benthic taxa in deepwater sediments. Our results are also supported by the sediment trap study by Köster and Pienitz (2006) who found that *Fragilaria* species were associated with stronger water column circulation and resuspension of sediments. The sediment trap catches of *Fragilaria* peaked during spring and autumn periods as stratification weakens (Fig. 8), which can be used to track the paleoenvironmental changes during the past 30,000 cal. yr B.P. The increased abundance of small *Fragilaria* species during the LGM may reflect weaker stratification and longer isothermal conditions during the climatic cooling and possible development of seasonal ice cover at this time.

**THE RESPONSE OF A. FORMOSA TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES**

The recent increase of *A. formosa* at Lugu Hu, as at Windermere (Pennington, 1943) is its response to the eutrophication associated with the development of the lake as a tourist resort. Nutrient loading to the lake has increased dramatically as uncontrolled hotel and restaurant building has proliferated over the last 10 years (Mattson, 2010). *Asterionella* is often associated with the early phases of cultural eutrophication (Anderson et al., 1995) but has also been observed in some oligotrophic lakes (Saros et al., 2005). It is recognized that the ecology of *Asterionella* at an oligotrophic, alpine lake (Lugu Hu) seems to be a reflection of the main processes that have been identified elsewhere—nutrients (Si, N:P ratio), light, and the thermal regime—but its seasonality is very different, with peak numbers in autumn and winter. This seasonality represents the interplay between the physical characteristics of Lugu Hu and the regional weather conditions that influence seasonal light and nutrient availability. The results of the present study broaden our understanding of *Asterionella* and small *Cyclotella* and contribute to a better paleoclimatological interpretation of diatom records from subtropical deep alpine lakes. The present study highlights the need for more regional studies of diatom succession and the need for some circumspception when extrapolating ecological inferences from temperate lakes to sites in the subtropics. The dominant controlling factors are, however, not that dissimilar to those observed by Lund et al. (1963).
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**APPENDIX**

**FIGURE A1.** Meteorological data recorded at the meteorological station of Ninglang.